The first lower bound on the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of a constant energy code of a given length n, minimum Euclidean distance and rate is established. Conversely, using a non-constructive Varshamov-Gilbert style argument yields a lower bound on the achievable rate of a code of a given length, minimum Euclidean distance and maximum PAPR. The derivation of these bounds relies on a geometrical analysis of the PAPR of such a code. Further analysis shows that there exist asymptotically good codes whose PAPR is at most 8 log n. These bounds motivate the explicit construction of error-correcting codes with low PAPR. Bounds for exponential sums over Galois fields and rings are applied to obtain an upper bound of order (log n) 2 algorithm was used to obtain a reduction of 4:5 dB in the PAPR of the rate 1=2 BPSK code proposed in the ETSI BRAN Hiperlan-II standardisation committee.
Another strand of work on codes with reduced PAPR can be found in the papers 9 , 10 , 30 , 29 , 32 . In 10 , Davis and Jedwab developed a powerful theory which yields a class of codes enjoying PAPR as low a s 2 , large minimum distance and possessing e cient soft-decision decoding algorithms 14 , 33 . These codes are formed from unions of cosets of the classical Reed-Muller codes and new generalisations of them. Special cases of these codes were also given in 30 , 29 and the underlying theory was further developed in 32 . While these block codes reduce PAPR, they also result in reduced transmission rates, severely so for large numbers of carriers.
Given the above raft of theoretical and practical work on the reduced PAPR coding for OFDM systems, it is of obvious importance to investigate the fundamental trade-o s between rate R, minimum Euclidean distance d and PAPR of a code. It is worth noting that until now, researchers have assumed that the redundancy introduced by considering only codewords having low P APR can be exploited to perform error correction 42 . We establish in this paper that this assumption is false by proving in Theorem 5 a general lower bound on PAPR as a function of n, R and d. We also provide in Theorem 7 a non-constructive V arshamov-Gilbert style lower bound on the rate of a code, given n, d and the maximum tolerable PAPR. Further analysis of this bound shows that asymptotically good sequences of codes exist with PAPR growth of order only 8 log n.
Our two bounds bounds may b e i n terpreted as placing limits on the achievable region of triples R;d;PAPR for codes. They motivate us to nd explicit constructions for error-correcting codes having low P APR. In the second part of the paper, we will describe a class of codes, the trace codes, which includes as sub-classes the well-known binary simplex code, the duals of binary, primitive BCH codes and a variety of their Z 2 e-analogues. None of these sub-classes yields asymptotically good sequences of codes, but we will demonstrate how their PAPRs can be bounded by Olog n 2 .
The novel theoretical insight of 43 is a geometrical interpretation of the PAPR of a code C. Using this insight allows us to translate of the problem of constructing constant energy codes with low PAPR to the problem of packing codewords on a complex sphere subject to the constraint that the minimum distance of the code and the union of two speci c curves on the sphere is maximised. This re-formulation allows us to extend classical sphere-packing arguments to prove both our lower bound on PAPR and our Varshamov-Gilbert style bound. The reader primarily interested in these results should consult Sections II V. The results on the PAPR of trace codes are proved by combining a bound from Lagrange interpolation with a novel application of bounds for hybrid character sums over Galois elds and rings. The reader more interested in this topic is directed to Sections II, VI and VII.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we introduce the communication model, formulate the PAPR problem that we study and establish our notation. In Section III,wewill prove a lower bound on the PAPR of any length n, constant energy code C containing jCj codewords, having minimum Euclidean distance d and rate R = log 2 jCj=n. In Section IV, we prove our existence result establishing a lower bound on the rate of a length n, constant energy code having minimum Euclidean distance d and a given maximum PAPR. We study the asymptotic behaviour of this bound in Section V. Then in Section VI, we provide some necessary background on exponential sums. This is used in Section VII to prove upper bounds on the PAPRs of trace codes. We make some conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section VIII.
II. The communication model Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an OFDM system. At each time t = 0; T ; 2T ; : : : blocks B t of k bits arrive at the encoder. These k bits are encoded as a vector c of n constellation symbols from a constellation Q I C . The admissible sequences are called codewords, and the ensemble of all possible codewords is a code C of rate R = k = n . We denote the minimum Euclidean distance of the code C by d.
The vector c of n constellation symbols are provided to the input of a discrete Fourier transform DFT by 3 a serial to parallel block, producing a sequence of symbols C 0 ; C 1 ; : : : ; C n , 1 , where fs , where f 0 is the carrier frequency and f s is the bandwidth of each tone. The relation between the quantities f s and T depends on whether a guard time is assigned, or a cyclic pre x is used and these details have no bearing upon the bounds derived in this paper. However, we note that f s = 1 = T is commonly assumed in an ideal situation.
The receiver receives the signal S c t perturbed by noise and performs the inverse operations: the RF chain at the receiver down-converts, processes the received data and obtains estimates of the parameters C`; = 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n , 1. The receiver then applies an IDFT on these estimates and generates estimates of c 0 ; c 1 ; : : : ; c n , 1 . The receiver then extracts the block B T of input bits by applying a suitable error correction algorithm.
For any codeword c, the instantaneous power of the corresponding transmitted signal S c t is equal to S c t 2 . This power is less than or equal to the function jS c tj 2 , called the envelope power of the OFDM signal.
The average value of the envelope power is exactly equal to kck 2 while, for f 0 f s , the average power of the actual OFDM signal is approximately equal to 1 2 kck 2 . We de ne PAPRc, the peak-to-average power ratio of the OFDM signal, to be the ratio of the peak power of S c t to kck 2 , the average envelope power.
We write = f 0 =f s , and note that in a typical OFDM application, we h a v e 1 for example, in the ETSI BRAN standard, f 0 = 5 10 9 and f s ' 300 10 3 . Then we h a v e P APRc = max Note that in the literature, PAPR is often referred to as peak-to-mean power ratio PMPR. Notice also that PAPRc max 0t1 jS c tj 2 kck 2 :
The function on the right of the above inequality is called the peak-to-mean envelope power ratio PMEPR of the codeword or OFDM signal. We denote it by PMEPRc. It is often more convenient to work with PMEPR than PAPR. It is straightforward to show that if cz = c 0 + c 1 z + + c n , 1 z n , 1 denotes the degree n , 1 polynomial whose coe cients are derived from c, then
So the PMEPR of a codeword is related to the maximum squared absolute value of the corresponding polynomial on the unit circle. This observation will be useful in the sequel. PAPRc and refer to it as the peak-to-average power ratio PAPR of C.
We will assume throughout the remainder of this paper that all the codewords in our codes have average envelope power kck 2 equal to n we s a y that the codes have constant energy. This assumption certainly holds for any constellation in which each symbol has absolute value 1, for example any PSK constellation.
We next state the main problem studied in this paper. This curve lies on the same sphere as the codewords of C. We de ne the curve , to consist of all the points f,!t; ; 0 t 1 g : Then , is the antipodal image of .
We now will prove a simple, albeit fundamental, result which provides us with the key to establishing bounds on the PAPR of codes. This result gives a geometric interpretation to the PAPR of a code, showing that the closer a codeword to the curve , , the larger its PAPR. Lemma 1: Let C denote a code of length n, rate R and Euclidean distance d. Let the sum of their areas is at least that of the area of the n-dimensional complex sphere given by the right side of inequality 6. Therefore the minimum distance of C from the points of the curve , i s a t most d . We can now apply Lemma 1. 2
We have an explicit expression for the term 2 nR Ad=2 occurring in the inequality 6. To make the inequality into a usable one, we need to obtain a good lower bound on A , ; d , d 2 . Clearly, the curve t wists around the sphere many times since is assumed to be large. To obtain our lower bound we will restrict our attention to almost one complete rotation of the curve around the complex sphere. Let = f ! t; : 0 t 1 g . Clearly, H~ , ; r H , ; r and A~ , ; r A , ; r for any r 0.
We need the following technical result. Lemma 3: Let D be the curve o n t h e n -dimensional complex sphere of radius p n given by the set of points D = fexp2jt;exp2jt; : : : ; exp2jt ; 0 t 1 g :
Notice that replacing each complex coordinate by a pair of real and imaginary coordinates allows us to think of D as a circle in the plane of the points 0; 1; 0; where we de ne b arcsinr= p n c = 0 for r p n. Proof: Let`= maxf1; b arcsinr= p n cg when 0 r p n and`= 1 otherwise. Consider any`points x i , 0 i òn the curve D having circular angular distance 2 arcsinr = p n from one another. Then the spherical caps Hx i ; r do not overlap. Each of these caps is also contained in HD; r . The lemma follows on using the formula for Ar given in 5. 2
We are now ready to give an e ective formulation of Lemma 2. Proof: We rstly establish that inequality 9 always has solutions. Notice that on rescaling the inequality throughout by a factor of 2 n, 1 2 n n, 1 2 n, 3 2 ! , the right side becomes equal to the area of the n-dimensional complex sphere of radius p n, while the rst term on the left side is lower bounded by the area of a single spherical cap The above bound is somewhat computationally unwieldy except perhaps for relatively small values of n.
However, it does prove that there is a trade-o between the parameters rate, minimum Euclidean distance and PAPR of a code. It shows in a strict sense that redundancy introduced by considering only those codewords with low PAPR cannot all be exploited to provide error correction. Informally, this is because the words of low P APR are restricted to lie in a certain region of the sphere, and this region shrinks as the PAPR decreases. Theorem 5 makes this numerically explicit. It seems di cult to perform an asymptotic analysis of the bound that might establish a region of pairs of rate and minimum Euclidean distance beyond which the PAPR of a code must grow faster than a certain function. This di culty can bepartially explained from the existence results that we establish in the next section: we postpone further discussion of the strength of our lower bound until then.
IV. On the existence of codes with a given minimum distance and PAPR In this section, we assume that d and d are given and prove the existence of codes of length n, minimum distance at least d and peak-to-average power ratio at most d . Our tool is a Varshamov-Gilbert type of argument. We require a technical lemma whose proof can be found in the appendix. 1 . If the sum of areas of these caps is less than the area of the n-dimensional complex sphere of radius p n, then we can choose a codeword c`which is not in the union of the caps. It is easy to see that this process can be repeated as long as 4d2n , 1eAd + + 1 A d 2 n n , 1 2 n n , 1! : At the end of the induction process, we have chosen points c 0 ; c 1 ; : : : ; c 2 nR ,1 . We de ne the code C to consist of these points. Clearly this code has minimum distance at least d by virtue of the manner in which the codewords were chosen. Furthermore, the distance between any codeword c and any of v k ; j v k 0 k 2 We can now prove an existence result showing that asymptotically goodcodes with low peak-to-average power ratio exist. Our result is summarised in the following result. Then for all su ciently large n, there exists a code C of length n, rate R and minimum distance d = p 2n
having peak-to-average power ratio of at most 8 log n.
Proof: Write = 1 , q log n n . By Theorem 7, provided that 4d2n , 1eA p 2 n + 2 nR A p 2n 2n n, 1 2 n n , 1! ; then there exists a code C of rate R with minimum Euclidean distance at least d and peak-to-average power ratio at most 8n1 , 2 = 8 log n. We thus have to prove that the above inequality holds for all su ciently large n.
We The above theorem establishes a region of pairs R; in which asymptotically good sequences of codes with PAPR no greater than 8 log n are guaranteed to exist. In fact, a result of 13 can be used to show that for a BPSK constellation, a randomly chosen word almost certainly has PAPR 1 + o1 log n. From this it can be shown that with probability 1, an asymptotically good BPSK code has PAPR growing as Olog n. This does not preclude the existence of individual BPSK codes with PAPR growth of lower order, however. We see that even though our result constructs constant energy codes rather than BPSK codes, it is consistent with the results of 13 . Moreover, we show that asymptotically good codes with low P APR exist in a non-probablistic sense.
Our result can be further interpreted as saying that in a certain region of R; pairs, considering asymptotically good code sequences does not have a catastrophic impact on PAPR. In fact, the restriction to R; pairs satisfying 2 R q 21 , 2 1 is only used in the proof to establish the`classical' part of the VarshamovGilbert bound, that the caps of an appropriate radius around code points can be packed onto the sphere, so that the code has a certain minimum Euclidean distance. The PAPR part of the result comes from examining the asymptotic behaviour of the term 4d2n,1eA p 2 n with appropriately chosen so as to yield a PAPR of at most 8 log n, and this analysis is independent of the pair R; under consideration. So our geometric interpretation of PAPR allows us to examine the coding properties and the PAPR properties of a code in a common framework, and allows us to separate their contributions to packing bounds. This observation, and the fact that at least in the BPSK case the PAPR of a code is almost certainly Olog n, partly explains why we h a v e been unable to perform an analysis of Theorem 5 for sequences of codes that are asymptotically good in the usual coding-theoretic sense. Indeed, the PAPR growth of any sequence of asymptotically good codes satisfying a Euclidean analogue of the Varshamov-Gilbert bound need be no more than of order log n. This suggests that the lower bound of Theorem 5 may have interesting implications for the region of achievable R; pairs in the case where PAPR is restricted to have growth strictly less than Olog n. We have not attempted such an analysis.
VI. Explicit construction of codes with low PAPR from exponential sums
We have seen in the previous section that asymptotically goodsequences of constant energy codes with PAPR of order log n exist. In this section and the next, we give explicit constructions for three families of codes whose PAPRs we can bound as Olog n 2 . Unfortunately, none of the families yields asymptotically goodsequences of codes. In our defence, we note that setting aside any PAPR constraint, even the explicit construction of asymptotically good codes is a notoriously di cult problem.
The families we consider are length 2 m , 2 e -PSK codes and are derived from special cases of what we call lengthened trace codes. The lengthened trace codes are linear over Z 2 e and their codewords can beroughly characterised as having a representation as the trace of a polynomial function evaluated on a nite eld e = 1 or Galois ring e 1. Our rst family is derived from the set of lengthened duals of binary, primitive BCH codes 26, Chapter 9 . The other two families are derived from Z 2 e-analogues of the rst and were introduced in 15 , 21 . Loosely speaking, for each integer t 1, we construct a set of BPSK codes of length n = 2 m , rate t log n and minimum squared Euclidean distance ' 2n , 4t , 1 p n which have PAPR bounded by Ot log n 2 . The parameters of the other two families can be similarly stated.
Our approach to bounding the PAPRs of these codes is as follows. We recall that the PAPR of a codeword c is bounded by PAPRc PMEPRc = 1 k c k 2 max jzj=1 jczj 2 : where cz = c 0 + c 1 z + + c n , 1 z n , 1 denotes the degree n,1 polynomial whose coe cients are derived from c. We show how Lagrange interpolation allows us to translate a bound on the absolute values of a degree n , 1 polynomial at the n-th roots of unity i n t o a w eaker bound that is valid on the whole unit circle. This method was suggested to us by P . Borwein. Then we show h o w hybrid character sums over Galois elds and rings can be used get bounds on jczj at the roots of unity for polynomials cz corresponding to the 2 e -PSK versions of codewords c of the length 2 m , 1 trace codes. Finally, w e use these results to obtain bounds on PMEPR for the 2 e -PSK versions of non-constant codewords of the lengthened trace codes obtained from the original trace codes by adding a constant codeword and an overall parity check. We note that similar techniques can beused to obtain bounds for length p m codes over p e -PSK constellations, p an oddprime.
These codes are of less immediate practical relevance for OFDM however.
A. Lagrange interpolation
Let cz : C ! C beadegree n , 1 polynomial, and let = exp 2j=nbeacomplex n-th root of unity.
Lagrange interpolation allows us to express cz in terms of its values at the powers of generally, a t a n y n distinct points: Then we say that f is non-degenerate. A su cient condition for f to be non-degenerate is that f has odd degree.
We n o w state the required bounds on exponential sums. It can be shown that every element x 2 R e;m has a 2-adic expansion: x = x 0 + 2 x 1 + + 2 e , 1 x e , 1 ; x i 2 T e;m :
We An easily veri ed condition for f of degree at least 1 to be non-degenerate is that f contains no terms of even degree. For completeness, we include a proof of this fact. Suppose f = g , g + b for some gx 2 R e;m x and some b 2 R e;m . Suppose g has degree d 1 and write gx = fc f : fx = f 1 x + f 3 x 3 + f 2 t , 1 x 2 t , 1 2 F 2 m x g : It is clear that C , t is derived from a binary code by mapping the binary alphabet into a BPSK constellation.
The underlying binary code is in this case the dual of the binary, primitive t-error correcting BCH code. It is well known that, for 2t , 1 2 dm=2e + 1, this code is a linear code of dimension mt with minimum distance at least 2 m,1 , t , 12 m=2 . This last fact can be proved using an application of Result 11 | see 26, Theorem 18, p. 280 for details. This bound on minimum distance can be improved in certain cases 27 .
With this de nition, we n o w prove: For`= 0, the expression above reduces to j P x2F 2 m 1 fxj which can be bounded above b y 2 t , 22 m=2 + 1, using Result 11.
For`6 = 0 , ì s a non-trivial multiplicative c haracter and Result 12 with r = 2 t , 1 A n umber of notes on Theorem 16 are in order.
We rstly examine in more detail the case t = 1 of the theorem. Here C , t is derived from the binary simplex code with parameters 2 m , 1; m ; 2 m , 1 . All the non-zero codewords in this code are cyclic shifts of the sequence with terms tr m 1 i , which is an m-sequence maximal length shift register sequence. These sequences were proposed for use in OFDM in 25 . Unfortunately, a s w as pointed out in 18 , the calculation of the power properties of m-sequences in 25 is incorrect. Our theorem provides to our knowledge the rst bound on the PMEPR of m sequences. The bound is of order log n 2 where n is the sequence length.
We note that in the special case of t = 2 , the dual BCH code consists of the sequences of a Gold set and their cyclic shifts. We also point out that the following result of Lahtonen can beused to obtain a bound with leading term 36 where ! = exp2j=2 e i s a 2 e -th root of unity, and a degree n , 1 polynomial The underlying quaternary codes can be lengthened by adding a coordinate corresponding to f0 an overall parity check and then adding modulo 4 to every codeword multiples of the all-one codeword. This yields quaternary codes whose QPSK versions we denote by K and DG t . When m is odd, the images under the Gray map of the lengthened quaternary codes are the well-known Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals codes 15 .
We h a v e: In this paper, we established the rst lower bound on the PAPR of a code C de ned over a unit energy signal constellation as a function of its rate, distance and length. The bound suggests that a reduction in the peak-to-average power ratio reducing the cost of power ampli ers in a multicarrier communications can be penalised by a decrease in rate and=or distance. We also established a lower bound on the achievable rate of a c o d e g i v en its distance and peak-to-average power ratio. These bounds are related to a generalisation of the classical sphere packing to the case where the points to be packed on the surface of a sphere are required to be further than a threshold from some curves. The practical signi cance of the peak-to-average power ratio problem motivates the further study of this generalised packing problem.
We have not provided an asymptotic analysis of our lower bound. It is conceivable that an analysis of this bound involving PAPR growth of order less than Olog n would yield non-trivial restrictions on the achievable region of R; pairs for asymptotically good sequences of codes where we now allow = n to depend explicitly on n and assume that lim n!1 n 3 2 = n = 0. For example,is there a least restrictive condition that must be put on PAPR growth in order to show that any sequence of codes either has R or tending to zero?
In the other direction, the existence of asymptotically good sequences of codes with PAPR growth strictly less than order log n is not ruled out by the results of 13 or by our results. But nding such sequences of codes requires a deeper understanding of the words with low PAPR, or if even they exist at all in su cient numbers. We note that the Reed-Muller based codes presented in 10 , 32 have constant P APR, but do not yield asymptotically good codes since their rates tend rapidly to zero. We have concentrated in this paper on constant energy codes, and as a special case, signal constellations such as PSK which h a v e constant absolute values. Indeed our bound in Theorem 5 applies directly to constant energy codes, and our existence result in Theorem 7 also constructs constant energy codes. It may be possible to obtain improved bounds by considering the more restrictive class of PSK codes, c.f. 34 . Also, in practice, non-constant constellations are of interest, for example the 16-QAM and 64-QAM constellations. It would be of interest to extend our theory to handle such constellations.
Motivated by our Varshamov-Gilbert style existence theorem, we attempted to construct families of codes with low P APR. We used bounds for exponential sums over Galois elds and rings to establish PMEPR and hence PAPR bounds for trace codes, in particular for three families of length 2 m codes: the extended duals of primitive, binary BCH codes, the Z 4 -analogues of the Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals codes, and the extended weighted degree trace codes. None of these codes families yields asymptotically good sequences of codes.
The bounds that we h a v e developed on the PMEPRs of trace codes apply directly to the codes themselves rather than to o sets or cosets of the codes 20 , 43 . It may be possible to obtain signi cant reductions in PMEPR by using such o sets, and we leave the analytical determination of good o sets for trace codes as a di cult open problem.
In fact, the PMEPR bounds in Corollaries 18, 20 and 22 are unlikely to be tight. The factor of order log n 2 in each bound arises from our use of Lagrange interpolation, in particular the bound in Lemma 9. On the other hand, the exponential sum bounds predict that at n discrete times over a symbolperiod corresponding to the n-th roots of unity, the instantaneous-to-average powers of the codewords of the trace codes are actually of constant order i.e. independent of n. So it seems plausible that the order of magnitude in each of our bounds could be lowered from Olog n 2 to, say, Olog n. Such an improvement w ould not be inconsistent with the results of 13 on the expected maximum absolute value of random polynomials on the unit circle and may come from a more careful analysis of the sum in Lemma 9, or by using entirely new techniques.
We also note that the techniques developed in Sections VI and VII of this paper apply to any code whose discrete Fourier transform DFT is uniformly small. This is because the values at the roots of unity o f the polynomial cz associated with a codeword c are just the coe cients of the discrete Fourier transform of c.
Lemma 9 allows us to extend a bound on these coe cients to a somewhat weaker bound that holds on the entire unit circle, and we used exponential sums to bound the DFTs of trace codes. We ask: which other families of classical error-correcting codes have small DFTs?
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appendix In this appendix, we prove Lemmas 6 and 9. Our proof of Lemma 6 is obtained by correcting an argument of Beck 2 . We require an additional classical result from complex analysis known as Bernstein's inequality. 
